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ABSTRACT
Background: Treatment of giant-cell tumors (GCTs) of bone
is generally either curettage with bone-grafting or combined
bone grafting and cementing (sandwich technique) or wide
en bloc resection of the lesion. This study aims to find out the
early functional outcomes after extended curettage and
reconstruction using either bone graft sandwich technique
with or without internal fixation.

INTRODUCTION
Giant cell tumor of bone is benign1 though l ocally aggressive
tumor2,3,4,5, of bone may undergo malignant transformation.6 It
represents 4–5% of primary bone tumors and 20% of biopsy
concluded benign bone tumours.7 There is a slight female
predominance8 with a peak incidence in young adults aged
20–40 years.2 ,8, 9, 10 The most frequent sites are lower end
femur, proximal tibia, lower end radius11 and proximal
humerus.8,12 The treatment of GCT aims to eradicate the
tumor tissue, reconstruct the bone defect, and restore a
functional limb. When formulating a plan for local control of
GCT, the treatment options are extended curettage 2, 4, 12 , 13 ,14
and reconstruction with bone graft or sandwich technique 15,16
and an en-bloc resection.2,4, 13, 17, 18 En-bloc resection11 is
carried out if the tumor is large enough to involve a wide area
of surrounding soft tissue or when the articular cartilage is
largely damaged, there is inadequate bone stock post curettage
and when resection results in no significant morbidity as
proximal fibula and flat bones.18,19

Methods: Seventeen patients who had giant-cell tumor of
bone and were managed with extended curettage and
reconstruction using either bone grafting or sandwich
technique between July 2007 and April 2009 were studied.
Aggressive curettage was done with the use of various
adjuvants like high speed burr, hydrogen peroxide, and phenol
and alcohol application in suitable cases.
Results: After a median duration of follow-up of 14.5
months, the average MSTS score at final follow up was 24.59.
Age, gender, grade of tumor, technique and recurrence had no
significant effect on the eventual functional outcome achieved
by the patients. There was 1 patient with GCT of the lower
end of radius who had a unicortical fracture post-operatively
which was managed conservatively in cast. There was one
recurrence in these 17 patients (6%); however a longer follow
up will be required to comment on the recurrence rate.

To reduce local recurrence after curettage, various methods
have been tried like the use of burr20, phenol3, 7, 21 , 22,
electrocautery23, cryotherapy 5, 22, hydrogen peroxide3, 23, ringer
lactate and argon laser24 as adjuvant therapies. Reconstruction
of the bone void is done using either autograft bone20, 25, 26, 27;
allograft bone20, 25, 26, 27 and polymethyl methacrylate bone
cement (PMMA).4, 21, 26, 28, 29, 30,31 However it is very well
documented that local tumor control depends on how
thoroughly the tumor tissue has been excised.20 Although a
marginal or wide excision of the involved bone is curative if
contamination is avoided with reported recurrence rate of 032 % 32,33,34, It is associated with reconstruction and disability
problems. Recurrence rates after intralesional procedures have
ranged from 30 -52% irrespective of use of adjuvants.20, 23, 25,

Conclusions: We concluded a good to excellent functional
outcome without compromise of prognosis, can be achieved
by using a bone graft or sandwich technique following
extended curettage. Most patients could resume their previous
work and reach the earlier level of physical activities. Age,
gender, grade of tumor, technique had no significant effect on
the eventual functional outcome achieved by the patients .A
longer duration of follow-up of a larger group of patients is
necessary to study the recurrence rates.

26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 35
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Although a lot of studies do define the cure rate and focus on
the recurrence and other surgical variables, there exists a lack
of studies on the functional outcome after treatment of GCT.
This study aims to find out the early functional outcomes after
extended curettage and reconstruction using either bone graft
or sandwich technique with or without internal fixation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Between June 2007 and April 2009, 17 patients managed with
extended curettage and reconstructions were included in our
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operative MSTS Score was determined and compared to study
the functional outcome of the patients. The patients were
followed for twelve to thirty-one months (mean: 17.76
months).

study. Amongst these, 6 patients had GCT in the upper end of
femur, 3 in upper end tibia, 3 in lower end tibia, 2 in lower end
radius, 1 in upper end femur, 1 in first metacarpal and 1 in
proximal phalanx of ring finger. There were 9 males and 8
females with mean age of 28.94 years (range 18 to 54 years).
Of these, 10 patients were aged less than 30 years (58.82%),
making this a significantly young cohort. According to the
grading system of GCTs as described by Campanacci, there
were four grade 1, nine grade 2, and four grade 3 tumors.
There were 14 primary tumors and 3 recurrences. All
recurrent cases (n=3) patients were operated primarily at other
institutes. At our institute, all surgeries were done by the
senior author (YP)

Subgroup analysis was done by classifying the group
according to age (<30,>30), gender (male, female), grade of
tumor, technique (bone grafting alone or sandwich technique)
and primary of recurrent lesion. Statistical analysis was done
using online calculators. Mann Whitney ‘U’ test and ANOVA
test were used for subgroup analysis. Since five subgroups
were analysed, the normal allowed beta error of 5% was
divided by 5 and p value <0.01 was taken to be significant.

RESULTS
The mean follow up was 17.76±4.38 months (range 12 to 31
months). The functional score pre-operatively was 10.82 ±
3.43 (range: 0-16). At 3 months post-operative follow up, it
was 17.64 ± 2.57 (range, 15-24). At 6 months, it improved to
22.14 ± 1.99 (range, 19-26), which further improved to 25.73
± 1.42 (range, 23-27) at 9 months. The functional score at 1
year was 27 ± 1 (range, 25-28) and at 1 ½ year follow up was
27.71 ± 0.76 (range, 27-29). There was only 1 patient with a
follow up of more than 2 years with a functional score of 28
points as per the MSTS Score.

Technique: Under appropriate anaesthesia, incision was
taken to include the scar of biopsy. Adequate exposure was
achieved by making a large cortical window to access the
tumor so as to avoid having to curette under overhanging
shelves or ridges of bone. A dental mirror was used which
helped for better visualization. The part of the wall of the
cavity which is composed of soft tissue or a thin bony shell
was excised. Multiple angled curettes helped to identify and
access small pockets of residual disease which may otherwise
result in recurrence. The remaining cristae and septa in the
cavity were excised. When the wall of the cavity contains
many small holes caused by local invasion of the tumour, each
hole should be meticulously cleared. They usually do not
penetrate the periosteum, but a dead space may be found
between them and the periosteum. A high power burr may be
used to break the bony ridges. A pulsatile jet lavage system
was used after curettage to bare the raw cancellous bone and
physically wash out tumor cells. Adjuvants such as hydrogen
peroxide were used routinely, but the use of alcohol and
phenol was restricted to those patients whose lesions had
adequate cortical wall post curettage without any significant
risk to the neuro-vascular bundle and other soft tissues (n=12).
Reconstructing the defect after curettage was done with either
bone graft alone or using a Sandwich technique depending on
the thickness of the subchondral bone. In cases with thin
subchondral bone or where the cartilage was eroded were
treated with sandwich technique (n=8) and remaining cases
were treated with bone grafting only (n=9). Sandwich
technique included using a sheet of morselised bone graft to
cover the articular cartilage. Gel foam was placed over the
bone graft and cement was then used to fill the entire cavity
so as to restore the anatomical shape of the bone. Any internal
fixation required was decided intra- operatively. In six cases,
no fixation was required, K wires were used in 5 cases,
cannulated cancellous screws were used in two cases and
plating was used in 4 cases. Closure of the soft tissue,
subcutaneous tissue and skin was done in layers. Postoperatively patients were given immobilization in the form of
plasters.

The data revealed that there was significant improvement in
the functional scores at each follow up visits.
Figure 1: Line Diagram showing improvement in functional score
over time

Of the 17 patients included in the study, the functional
outcomes were evaluated using the MSTS score. The mean
score was 24.7±4.75 with mean rate of 81%. 11 patients had
rate >90%, 3 patients had rate between 70 to 90% and three
had between 50 to 60%. No patient had score below 50%.
Since all patients answered all the questions, further
description is according to the absolute score of the patients
out of maximum score of 30. This made the subgroup analysis
simpler when the patients were analysed with respect to age,
gender, technique used, radiological grade of the tumor, and
whether the tumor was primary or recurrent

Functional evaluation of these patients was performed
according to the most recent system of the Musculoskeletal
Tumor Society (MSTS) .22 The pre- operative and post-
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Table 1: Comparative analysis of factors affecting the functional outcome.

Variable

No. of patients

Age

<=30 years

10

Gender

Male

9

Grade of tumor

Grade 1

3

>30 years
Female

Mean
24.5

7

SD

p value

5.21

0.92

24.89

4.46

0.65

25.33

2.89

0.87

24.71

8

MSTS Score

24.25

4.23

5.23

Grade 2

10

24.80

5.16

(ANOVA)

Technique

Bone graft only

9

25.8

4.05

0.19

Primary or Recurrence

Primary

14

24.29

5.04

0.58

Grade 3

Sandwich technique
Recurrence

4

23.5

8

23.12

3

p value is for Mann Whitney ‘U’ test, value <0.01 was taken as significant

26.00

5.45

5.19
2.65

The demographics of the current study were similar to
previous studies. 29, 34, 37 In our series, the most common site
of predilection was also around the knee joint (52.9%), and
most patients were in their third and fourth decade; men
slightly outnumbered women. Long recognized as a benign1,11,
but potentially aggressive neoplasm 2, 3, 4, 5, 11 , GCT has
historically been approached in a suitably aggressive manner.
With the advent of bulk cortico-cancellous and massive
osteoarticular allografts and later with the increased
availability of endoprosthetic devices, en bloc resection 2, 4
often comes to replace intralesional procedures for local
control of long bone GCT. Gitelis et al33 reported no local
recurrences after the treatment of 20 long bone GCT patients
with en bloc resection after a mean follow-up of 92 months.
Most recently, Mankin and Hornicek et al 38 reported a local
recurrence rate of 6% in such cases. Nonetheless, allograft
usage is associated with high rates of infection, fracture, and
non-union, with approximately one third of patients suffering
at least one major complication38, 39 Similarly, massive
prosthetic implants are also subject to complications such as
aseptic loosening and deep infection often necessitating
revision, and sometimes even amputation.40

ANOVA: In comparing functional outcome with reference to
grades of tumor, ANOVA test was used.
Age, gender, grade of tumor, technique and recurrence did not
significantly affect the eventual functional outcome achieved
by the patient, as evaluated by the MSTS Score (p>0.01),
(Table 1).

During the study period, one patient had post-operative fever
which lasted for 3 days and settled on medications. There was
1 patient with unicortical fracture in a case of lower end radius
GCT which was seen in the radiograph done 6 weeks postoperatively after which the above elbow cast was removed.
Cast was continued for 3 weeks more followed by wrist
support and intermittent wrist range of motion (ROM)
exercises. There was no infection at the surgical site
and none of the patients developed deep infection. There were
no cases of implant back out or implant breakage during the
study period. None of the patients required any additional
surgery. There was one recurrence (6%) at one year follow-up
seen in a 28 year old male with lower end radius lesion. He
was a case of recurrent GCT primarily treated with extended
curettage and bone grafting. No other patient had recurrence
till latest follow up visits.

Because of the relatively high rate of major complications and
the adverse functional effects of en bloc resection,
intralesional treatment of long bone GCT gained renewed
interest after the widespread introduction of PMMA 5, 31
packing for this clinical situation in 1969, by Vidal et al41,
O’Donnell et al21 reported a 25% local recurrence rate after
the treatment of 60 GCT patients with curettage and packing
with PMMA. However, acceptable rates of local control are
still reported with allograft or autograft packing 20,25,26,27 or

DISCUSSION
Diagnosis of cancer severely affects the quality of life and
emotional status of any individual. Assessment of functional
score measures this aspect of tumor management and is a
verdict by the patient about how well he has been treated. This
study, along with presenting the details and reviewing the
literature on GCT aims to focus on this aspect of assessment.
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GENDER:
Tain-Hsiung Chen et al44 in 2005 found that there was no
statistically significant difference in the functional outcome
between the male and the female groups. In our study group
too, there was no statistically significant difference in the
functional result achieved between the male and female
groups.

even no packing.35 In a recent study, Prosser et al35
retrospectively reviewed 137 GCT patients treated primarily
with curettage without adjuvant therapy over a 27-year period
and reported an overall 19% local recurrence rate. In another
recent study of 38 patients by Kafichitsas et al30 in 2010, they
reported a recurrence rate of 23.8% in bone cementing after
curettage which was significantly lower than 52.9%
recurrence rate of patients treated with cancellous bone filling
or curettage alone. The benefits of decreased morbidity and
improved function associated with intralesional procedures
have been in general, thought to outweigh the disadvantage of
a higher local recurrence and re-operation rate than was
traditionally associated with en bloc procedures.4,5,31,42

GRADE OF TUMOUR:
Campanacci and co-workers29,45 and Enneking44 have
developed similar staging systems for GCTs. Campanacci's
radiographic grades I, II and III correspond to Enneking's
surgical stages 1, 2 and 3 which represent the latent, active
and aggressive clinical presentations respectively 46 Jones
et al36 found no cellular atypia with Stage 3 tumors; however,
the radiographically aggressive tumors demonstrated more
aggressive features on histology. Moreover, they could not
find any predictable features of recurrence or metastasis.
Gitelis et al33 found no correlation between Campanacci's
grading and local recurrence. In contrast, Rock47, in a multiinstitutional study, found a weak correlation between
Campanacci's and Enneking's stages and the rate of local
recurrence. Also Tain-Hsiung Chen et al44 in 2005 found no
correlation between the grade of the tumor and functional
outcome. T Morii et al48 in 2008 also found no significant
difference between the Campanaccis grades and the functional
result. In our study too, there was no statistically significant
difference in between the 3 grades of tumor with respect to
functional outcomes.

A variety of adjuvant measures have been employed and
reviewed for effectiveness.4 These additional steps include:
mechanical burring, electrocautery, and/or the application of
a variety of substances like hydrogen peroxide, phenol, and
liquid nitrogen.4 Ward et al23 reported a 6.4% rate of local
recurrence after intralesional resection of GCT consisting of
curettage, burring, hydrogen peroxide application,
electrocautery, phenol irrigation, and reconstruction with
PMMA. The adjuvants used varied in our cases depending on
the grade of GCT. We used high speed burr and H2O2 as
adjuvants in all our cases. But the use of alcohol and phenol
was restricted to patients with grade 2 and 3 tumors i.e. those
without a breach in cortex and without any soft tissue
extension. There is a theoretical concern of phenol toxicity
following rapid absorption through cancellous bone.43 In all
our cases, a pre-operative biopsy was performed which
reported GCT in all 17 cases. Post operatively, all excised
masses were sent for histopathological examination which
confirmed it as GCT indicating 100% accuracy in confirming
the diagnosis following a J needle biopsy. The soft tissue
which could have been contaminated with tumor cells during
the biopsy should be included in the excision surgery.

PRIMARY AND RECURRENT TUMOUR:
T Morii et al48 in 2008 showed that the risk factors for poor
functions were recurrence and joint instability. F. Vult Von
Steyern et al21 observed that of the patients who had their
local recurrence treated with curettage and cement, two had a
second local recurrence which was successfully treated with
a repeated curettage and cementing and they had a full range
of movement, no pain and no evidence of disease at latest
follow-up, 30 and 41 months after the last operation. Similar
results with acceptable re-recurrence rate of 21.7 % were
documented by Balke et al in 2009.44 In our series, we
observed no statistically significant difference between the 2
groups as regards to functional outcome.

The early functional results were very encouraging with 11/17
having a rating of >90% (>27/30). This indicates significant
improvement in quality of life, emotional status and
functional ability of the patients. Three patients had lower
scores while three had intermediate score. An analysis of the
various subgroups helps us to understand the factors affecting
the variation in functional outcome.

Technique: Localized lesion are said to be best treated with
curettage with bone grafting.52 Use of appropriate fixation
method is recommended whenever bone stock is adequate.52
We used fixation in 11 cases with 4 cases fixed with plates.
This adds stability to the bone graft and permits early
mobilisation. Use of sandwich technique has definite
indications and has been used by several authors.15,16 The main
aim in this technique is to preserve the surviving articular
cartilage by preventing damage by cement hyperthermia. We
used this technique in 8 patients. There was no case of
collapse of the sandwich and the results were similar to cases
treated with bone grafting alone. Thus, this technique can be
safely used in selected cases.

AGE:
The common age group for GCT has traditionally been 2040 years.2,5 There have not been studies showing the effect of
age on functional outcome. In our study, there was no
significant difference in the functional outcome in relatively
younger subjects (Group <= 30 years) with higher level of
physical demands than those over 30 years of age. This
indicates that improvement in quality of life was equally
appreciated by patients of all age groups.
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CONCLUSION
The results of this study suggest that a definite and
subjectively appreciable improvement in quality of life of the
patient can be achieved by using a bone graft or sandwich
technique reconstruction following aggressive curettage with
the use of various adjuvants. Patients of various ages and both
gender equally benefitted from surgery in terms of functional
improvement. The tumor grade as per the Campanacci’s
grading system and surgery on primary or recurrent cases too
did not affect the functional outcome. We had one case (6%)
of recurrence in our series of 17 patients at an average followup of 14.6 months. However, a longer follow- up is required
to comment if these outcomes are enduring and to assess the
recurrence rates. Also a larger case series is needed to report
if similar results are reproducible in majority of patients.

Figure legend
Figure 1: Line Diagram showing improvement in functional score
over time
Figure 2: Case 1: Curettage and Reconstruction with sandwich
technique and Fixation with Cobra plate
CASE 2: Excision and curettage and Reconstruction with bone
grafting and Fixation with Two Cannulated Cancellous Screws
CASE 1: Curettage and Reconstruction with sandwich technique
and Fixation with Cobra plate
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